NEW 2021 8-oz. colors

Smoky Pink DFA43
Poppy Red DFA29
Peach DFA30
Sun Gold DFA31
Golden Yellow DFA42
Spring Green DFA32
Bright Green DFA34
Cay Green DFA33
Dusty Aqua DFA40

Deep Teal DFA39
Ocean Blue DFA35
Bright Blue DFA36
Deep Periwinkle DFA37
Orchid DFA38
Sienna DFA41

Tropical Blue DFA13
True Blue DFA15
Lavender DFA16
Jet Black DFA20
Gold Metallic DFA150

Neons

Pink Neon DFA100
Orange Neon DFA101
Yellow Neon DFA102
Green Neon DFA103
Blue Neon DFA104
Purple Neon DFA105

Metallics

Pearl Metallic DFA154
Rose Gold Metallic DFA152
Copper Metallic DFA151
Gold Metallic DFA150
Silver Metallic DFA151

NEW 16-oz. size

White DFA01
Fuchsia DFA22
Bright Yellow DFA08
Bright Green DFA34
Deep Turquoise DFA14

Tropical Blue DFA13
True Blue DFA15
Lavender DFA16
Jet Black DFA20
Gold Metallic DFA150

8-oz. - Master: 6 • Inner: 3 • Weight: 4.8 lbs.
Dimensions: 7.25L x 4.5W x 6.5H

16-oz. - Master: 6 • Inner: 3
D: 7.75W X 5.5L X 8.625H
Weight: 8.25 lbs
NEW fluid art ready-to-pour acrylic™ 2021 color packs

DASK655 - Neon Blast
DASK657 - Silver Seas
DASK656 - Groovy Gold
DASK659 - Soothing Nature
DASK658 - Sunkissed

NEW fluid art ready-to-pour acrylic™ celling medium

An easy-to-use medium that dramatically increases the celling in an acrylic paint pour with no torch or heat needed. It can be added to the paint to create beautiful celling or sprayed onto surface for a lighter effect.